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Abstract
The ability to operate at the single
of novel applications ranging from unconditionally secure optical communication lines
to quantum computers. Practical implementation of quantum information technologies
requires nonclassical light sources which can deliver single photons on demand. At
present, color centers in diamond and related wide-bandgap semiconductors are
considered as the most promising platform for true single-photon sources thanks to
their remarkable optical characteristics under ambient conditions. However, from the
practical point of view, single-photon sources should be driven electrically, which is
challenging in the case of diamond, since diamond is more an insulator than a
semiconductor.
Here, we discuss how to overcome the existing limitation and design efficient electrically
driven single-photon sources based on diamond. We reveal the mechanism of color
center electroluminescence and show that it is based on the electron and hole exchange
between the color center and diamond crystal. Our theoretical and numerical results
accurately reproduce recent experimental data. Moreover, we show how to increase
the photon emission rate from electrically pumped color centers to 100 Mcounts per
second, which provides a foundation for the development of practical quantum light
devices based on diamond.
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